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Important instructions

Thank you for buying of our ALIGATOR mobile 
phone. Before you start please read carefully 
this instruction manual

 Do not use the mobile phone in the 
prohibited areas

 Do not use the mobile phone while driving 
the car

 Do not use the mobile phone near the 
medical appliances without having the 
confirmation that the radio waves do not 
influence its function.

 Mobile phone can influence the function of
the cardiac pacemakers or other implanted
appliances – please consult your medical 
doctor 

 Switch off the phone in the aircraft.Do not 
use mobile phone near the petrol stations. 
Always switch off the mobile phone near 
explosives 

 Use only the original batteries supplied by 
the producer. Danger of damage of the 
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mobile phone or explostion. Do not throw 
the battery in the fire nor expose it to the 
temperatures over +60°C. Danger of 
explosion or fire   

 SAR – mobile phone meets all 
prescriptions for maximal emision of 
electromagnetic radiation. 

 Please keep the mobile phone 2.5 cm 
away from the body while calling. You 
lower by that the quantity of 
electromagnetic radiation absorbed by 
your body.   

 Handle the mobile phone with care, 
protect it from falling on the ground, from 
mechanical damage, impurity or high 
temperatures. Never pick it to pieces !   

 Do not place the mobile phone or its 
holder in the area above the airbag in the 
car  

 Keep it out of reach of children. It contains 
small parts that could be swollowed or 
may hurt  

 Sometimes, the top of the external display,
including battery and signal icons, may not
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appear. In this case, turn the phone off 
and on to display it correctly. 

 Software and hardware of the mobile 
phone are continuously innovated. The 
importer reserves the right to alter the 
instruction manual or particular functions 
of the mobile phone without a prior notice 
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Putting into operation

Insert SIM, memory card and battery

1. Slip your nail at the
slot under the battery
cover on the back side
of the mobile phone
and pull down carefully
the cover.   

2. Insert firstly one or two
SIM cards at the prepared slots. Insert 
SIM and also MicroSD memory cards (if 
you have) as per the pictures placed near 
the slots. 

     
3. Insert the battery. The three metal 

contacts must point toward the bottom of 
the phone. Make sure that the battery 
clicks smoothly into the slot in the mobile 
phone. Put the battery cover back.   
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ATTENTION! Turn off the phone and 
disconnect the charger when handling the
battery, card or SIM card. Only use 
original batteries supplied by your phone 
manufacturer! 

Battery charging

Be sure that the battery is placed at the mobile 
phone. Connect the charger and the charging 
will start automatically.
Mobile phone can be charged if it is in switched 
on or switched off mode. 
Charging level is indicated on the mobile 
screen.  Make sure that the battery is placed at 
the phone. 

Discharged
battery

Fully charged

Mobile phone will warn you by an acoustic 
signal and by message on the screen  when the
battery is almost discharged. In this case 
charge the battery as soon as possible.  
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Switch On / Off

to SWITCH ON the phone - press and hold the 
red button, till the phone turns on. (Now you 
can be asked to enter the PIN code in case the 
PIN protection is activated). 
to SWITCH OFF - press and hold the red 
button, untill the mobile turns off.    
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It is necessary to confirm the shutdown 
shutdown by pressing the left button Yes (2).    

Before Switching On be sure that the battery is 
inserted and is charged.   

Mobile controls
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Mobile controls
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Description of mobile controls

No. Buttons Function

1
Right 
functional 
button

-starts contacts in standby 
mode 
-return from menu or exit 
current function 
-other functions depending 
on context (current function 
is shown on display above 
the key) 

2
Left 
functional 
button

-displays message in 
standby 
-confirms selection
in menu or activates 
selected function (OK)
-other functions depending 
on context (current function 
is shown on display above 
the key)
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3
Navigation 
button Up / 
Down 

-press Up in standby mode 
to display phone menu , 
press Down  to display 
photo contacts
-move in menu and in 
phone list 

4 Red button

-long press to Switch On / 
Off
-stop or reject a call
-return from the menu or 
exit current function on the 
main screen

5 Green button

-press the button to answer 
the call
-displays call history in 
standby mode

6 Button 0

when writing tel.number 
enables to write „0“, when 
writing text enables to write 
„gap“

7 Button #
- inserts # when writing 
numbers 
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- in text writing mode 
toggles method of character
imput 
- long press to turn on/off 
silent mode „Meeting“

8 Button *

- inserts *,+, p, w when 
writing numbers
- in text writing mode 
enables to insert special 
characters

9
Contacts for 
charging 
stand

Please keep the contacts 
clean so that the stand can 
be operated correctly 

10
Connector 
Micro USB

Used to connect the 
charging cable or PC

11 Flashlight

powerful LED flashlight 
is placed on the external 
cover above the external
display
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12 Earphone used to listen the call

13
LED 
indicators

Used to alert you of 
charging (red), new 
messages and missed calls 
(green)

14 Volume +/-

-To control ringtone volume,
music playback, or FM 
radio.
-During a call, adjust the 
volume of the call in the 
earpiece (or loudspeaker).
-Long press to turn the 
lantern on / off.

15
Camera / 
Video camera
Shutter button

-Press to turn the camera 
on. 
-acts as a trigger incamera 
mode  
-In music / recorder mode, 
etc., press briefly to start / 
stop playback. 
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16
Button : 
M1, M2

-It serves as a quick option 
to store your favorite phone 
numbers. The stored 
numbers can then be 
quickly dialed by simply 
pressing the M1 or M2 
button.
-In some menus you can 
move to the sides  
- With the music or recorder
mode, you can go to the 
previous (M1) or next (M2) 
track 

17
Earphone 
connector

Used to connect 
headphones / mini-handfree
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Icons on the screen

   Battery charge level

Signal strenght

Alarm activated

Unread SMS message

Missed calls

Ringing Off
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Making calls

Dialling

Insert required phone number on the mobile 
keypad and press the green button (5). Mobile 
will start to dial required number.  

If you have dialled by mistake a wrong 
number, just press the right button „Delete“ (1) 
and the last digit will be deleted.  
If you need to delete the whole number, press 
the red button (4) and a whole number is 
deleted. 
 
 Press green button (5) to aswer the call

 Press red button (4) to reject the call 

 White talking - adjust the volume by the 
volume button (14) 

 While talking - press right button On/Off (1) to
activate the  Handsfree function
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Photo contacts

The phone can store up to 10 so-called photo 
contacts - that is, contacts to which a photo or 
picture is assigned. You can then quickly and 
easily dial them by selecting an image.  The 
picture is also displayed when you receive a 
call. Press the Down button (3) on the main 
screen to display the photo contacts. 

SOS call and SMS

Starting the emergency call and SMS

Press and hold the SOS button on the back of 
your phone. An audible alarm sounds. Now you
have 5 sec. to interrupt SOS calls, then the 
phone will automatically dial the preset 
numbers from the list automatically until they 
can call one. The phone repeats calls to all 
numbers for a maximum of 3x.
The phone also sends an emergency SMS 
message to the preset numbers with the preset 
text (to select text in the menu)
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Setting  SOS Set..  SOS SMS SMS 
text). After that the phone will remain in the 
emergency mode. In this emergency mode the 
phone will automatically answer incoming calls 
and automatically activate the handsfree 
feature - loud listening. The display will show 
the inscription SOS.

Turn the phone off and on again to deactivate 
the SOS function. 
SOS function is only available if it is enabled in 
the settings of the phone and if  the numbers 
are set up at the phone that the mobile should 
automatically call and send SMS message to.

For set up select in menu : Settings  SOS 
Set.

Deactivation of sending SMS message  

It is possible to deactivate the sending of SMS 
messages after the activation of the SOS 
button.  Select in menu :
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1. Settings  SOS Set.  SOS SMS  
Send SMS

2. Select On / Off 

SOS Locator – mobile mobile localisation

Your phone has a special function that allows 
you, after pressing the SOS button,  to 
determine the location of the phone and and 
send it via SMS to recipients in the form of a 
link to view the map - if the recipient is using a 
regular phone with a web browser.
Just "click" on this link and a map showing the 
position of the phone displays. 

The location is determined based on the focus 
of the network operator, the accuracy is 
dependent on the density of the network at a 
given position, eg. in the cities the position can 
be determined with an accuracy of tens to a few
hundred meters, outside the buildings/cities but 
a focus accuracy usually decreases. 
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This service is provided without any 
guarantee, at the own risk of an user and the
accuracy of the results or the availability of 
services is not guaranteed by the supplier of
telephone, operator or provider of maps. 
The service may be terminated at any time 
without notice. 

Setting of function SOS Locator

For the proper service, you need to turn it on in 
the settings. An SMS with position is then sent 
each time the SOS button is activated instead 
of the standard emergency SMS message.

1. Select in menu: Settings  SOS Set.  
SOS regime SOS Locator

Remote location request

Position of your mobile phone can be remotely 
detected by using of a special control SMS.

It is sufficient to send just a command via SMS 
with a text OSLOCATOR. Your ALIGATOR 
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phone then responds by sending of the current 
position via SMS. 

Important: Your phone sends location and 
responds only to SMS messages on numbers 
that are stored for emergency calls.

SMS messages

Your phone can receive and send SMS text 
messages. The new message you receive will 

be notified by a symbol  on the phone 
screen. A notification will appear on the screen 
if you have a new unread message. To view the
message directly, just press the left button (2) 
and the message is displayed. Press the right 
button (1) if you wish to read the message later 
on. You can read the message later : 
Messages   Received

An unread message is marked with an icon of a
closed envelope, the read message is marked 
with an open envelope symbol. 
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FM Radio

Your mobile phone is equipped with FM Radio .
Select in menu : Multimedia  FM Radio . H
Press the volume buttons (14) to adjust the 
volume.You can change the frequency using 
the M1 / M2 (16) keys. Press the shutter button 
(15) repeatedly to turn the sound on / off. Press 
the Left button Options (2) to display the FM 
radio menu (channel list, manual and auto 
tuning, station storage). 

Bluetooth connection

Bluetooth is a modern system that allows you to
wirelessly connect different devices, such as a 
wireless hands-free phone, a phone and a 
computer, or two phones with each other.

It is possible to transfer call sound or send files 
or receive files from another device. 

Select in menu: 
Settings  Connection Bluetooth
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There are available items such as Wiring, 
Visibility, My Device, Device Search, Device 
Name, Advanced.

SIM toolkit services

Choose Organizer  SIM Toolkit for mobile 
banking, timetables and other SIM services for 
your operator. 

Photo camera

The camera lens is located on the front of the 
phone. Press the shutter button (15) to turn on 
and the camera turns on after a while. 

When you activate the camera you can shoot 
images by pressing the shutter button (15). 

Press the left "Options" button (2) to display the
camera menu. 
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Settings 

To set other properties, select Settings in the 
main menu of your phone. You now have 
several setup options. 

Mobile phone settings

Select in menu: Settings   Phone
Allows you to set basic phone parameters: 

1. Time and date – enables to set time, date
and time zone

2. Language – to set the language of the 
phone menu

3. Text input – default text input setting
4. View – allows you to set the initial 

animation, wallpaper, display on main 
screen etc.

5. LED mode– enables or disables to switch 
on/off the signal LED indicators on the 
external cover of the phone 

6. LCD backlight – brightness and time of 
the display backlight
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Safety and ecology

Used electric device

Mobile phone  is an electronic 
appliance. It means it must not be 
manipulated as a common 
residential waste. Never throw the 

used device away at the common municipal 
waste!!! They may contain the substances 
dangerous to the environment.  Hand over the 
battery to the respective collection point which 
provides the ecological liquidation or contact 
your dealer. 

Battery liquidation

Used/old batteries and 
accumulators do not belong to the 
common residential waste !!!   

They may contain the substances dangerous to
the environment. Hand over the battery to the 
respective collection point which provides the 
ecological liquidation. Please contact your 
dealer to get more information how to deal with 
the used products. 
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Handling with the used batteries in 
contradiction with given instructions is 
illegal! 

Do not throw the battery in the fire nor expose it
to the temperatures over +60°C. Danger of 
explosion or fire.

Declaration of conformity

ADART COMPUTERS s.r.o. declares that
the type of ALIGATOR V650 radio device
is in compliance with Directive 2014/53 / EU. 

          0700
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